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Abstract: Effective detection of abnormal electricity users and analysis of the spatial distribution and influencing factors of
abnormal electricity consumption in urban areas have positive effects on the quality of electricity consumption by customers，safe
operation of power grids，and sustainable development of cities． However，current abnormal electricity consumption detection
models do not consider the time dependence of time-series data and rely on a large number of training samples，and no study has
analyzed the spatial distribution and influencing factors of abnormal electricity consumption in urban areas． In this study，we use
the Seasonal-Trend decomposition procedure based on Loess ( STL) based time series decomposition and outlier detection to
detect abnormal electricity consumption in the central city of Pingxiang，and analyze the relationship between spatial variation and
urban functions through Geodetector． The results show that the degree of abnormal electricity consumption in urban areas is related
to geographic location and has spatial heterogeneity，and the abnormal electricity users are mainly located in areas with highly
mixed residential，commercial and entertainment functions in the city． The results obtained from this study can provide a reference
basis and a theoretical foundation for the detection of abnormal electricity consumption by users and the arming of electricity theft
devices in the power grid．
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With the continuous development of the social
economy and the diversity of electricity demand，ur-
ban power grid operation is under increasing
pressure，among which the more serious is the ab-
normal electricity consumption behavior of users，
which not only affects the quality of electricity con-
sumption of users and the safe operation of the urban
power grid， but also the spatial gathering of
abnormal electricity users will have a greater impact
on the sustainable and healthy development of urban
areas［1-3］． Therefore，it is important to detect the ex-
istence of abnormal power consumption behavior and
analyze the spatial distribution characteristics of ab-
normal power consumption in the city for the decision
of power grid personnel to improve economic efficiency

and promote the development and progress of the power
grid．

However，with the development and widespread
use of smart meters，grid companies can obtain fine-
scale data on the actual electricity consumption of
customers，making it possible to study customer
electricity consumption anomaly detection and spatial
distribution characteristics driven by electricity da-
ta［4-5］． Among them，user electricity anomaly detec-
tion includes clustering-based methods and deep
learning-based methods． Literature ［6］ proposed a
fuzzy clustering based on C-means to detect and
identify consumption anomalies of users by fuzzy
classification of their electricity consumption data，

as well as normalization and ranking of distance
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measures． Literature ［7］ proposes an optimal path
forest clustering method and analyzes and compares
the detection performance with algorithms such as k-
mean clustering，Gaussian mixed model clustering，

and attractor propagation clustering． Literature ［8］
used a hybrid deep neural network with long and
short-term memory networks and multilayer
perceptron for abnormal electricity usage detection
and showed that they have higher accuracy than
other classifiers． In Literature ［9］，a model with an
attention mechanism based on particle swarm optimi-
zation and long-term short-term memory was
proposed and its effectiveness and higher accuracy
were verified by comparing with other classifiers． Ｒe-
garding the analysis of spatial distribution and its
drivers，Geographically Weighted Ｒegression ( GWＲ)

models［10］，Multiscale Geographically Weighted Ｒe-
gression ( MGWＲ ) ［11］ and Geodetector， among
which Geodetector have the advantage of being able
to detect single-factor and multi-factor interactions
without considering multicollinearity problems［12-13］．
In addition，Geodetector can detect both numerical
and qualitative data，as well as the way the two fac-
tors interact on the dependent variable［14-16］． How-
ever，Geodetector are rarely not applied on the spa-
tial variation of urban electricity consumption anom-
alies．

Although all the above studies have proposed
solutions to detect abnormal electricity consumption
of urban grid users，unsupervised algorithms based
on clustering，the detection effect often depends on
thesetting of parameters and does not have good in-
spiration，and the time dependence of time-series
data is not considered，and the deep learning-based
methods are complicated to model and have the
problem of relying on a large number of known ab-
normal training samples． Meanwhile，the spatial dis-
tribution characteristics of urban electricity
anomalies and their driving factors are not further ex-
plored in the current study． Therefore，in order to
take into account the time-dependence of electricity
data，this study introduces STL into the detection of
abnormal electricity users，and proposes a method to

detect the discrete degree of residual terms after time
series decomposition of electricity data to detect
urban abnormal electricity users． This method is
used to detect the abnormal electricity users in urban
areas and obtain the degree of abnormal electricity
consumption in urban areas． Then，we analyze the
spatial distribution of urban abnormal electricity con-
sumption by spatial autocorrelation，and analyze the
specific influence of each variable on the degree of
abnormal electricity consumption in urban areas by
using Geodetectors．

1 Study Area and Data

Pingxiang City，as the economic development center
of western Jiangxi Province，is a member of the mid-
dle reaches of the Yangtze Ｒiver city group，with a
regional GDP of 96． 360 billion in 2020． With the
growth of population and the development of various
industries， the rapid increase in the number of
power users and the great changes in the composition
of power users in Pingxiang City have brought
impacts on the safe and healthy operation of the
power grid and the sustainable development of the
city． This paper selects the central city of Pingxiang
City as the study area，which is mainly located in
the central area of Anyuan District． The electricity
data for this study were obtained from the electricity
consumption data of 181 330 users in the central ur-
ban area of Pingxiang City，Jiangxi Province，from
September 15，2020 to February 8，2021 for a
time interval of 1 day for data collection． Each data
includes information such as user number， user
name，address of electricity consumption，date，

and daily electricity consumption，and the address
information of users is geocoded to obtain the
latitude and longitude information of users． The
study area and the spatial distribution of electricity
users are shown in Fig．1． Meanwhile，in order to
facilitate the exploration of the spatial differentiation
of abnormal electricity consumption in the city，the
study area was divided into a grid of about 300 m×
300 m［17］，of which there were 264 grids with elec-
tricity users．
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Fig．1 Distribution of study area and power users

Because of the accessibility of POIs and their
ability to effectively present regional functions，the
enrichment factors of each type of POI were selected
as explanatory variables in this study to investigate
the relationship between various urban functions and
the spatial distribution of the degree of abnormal ur-
ban electricity use． Tourism， research and
education，residential communities，financial serv-
ices，shopping，restaurants and buildings． Unlike
the POI density，which may be biased due to the
high density of some POI categories in the whole
city，the POI enrichment factor can be well used to
characterize each grid study unit［18］． The POI en-
richment factor is calculated as follows

EFq
i = ( Nq

i /Ni ) / ( Nq /N) ( 1)

Where，EFq
i is the enrichment factor of class q POI

in grid i; Nq
i is the number of class q POI in grid i;

Ni is the number of POI in grid i; Nq is the total
number of class q POI in the whole study area; and
N is the total number of POI in the whole
study area．

2 Method

The specific process of this paper on the spatial di-
vergence of urban electricity consumption anomalies
and the influencing factors is shown in Fig．2．
Firstly，the time-series electricity consumption data

of users are decomposed into period terms，trend
terms and residuals，and the abnormal electricity us-
ers are determined by the box-line diagram method;

then the spatial divergence of urban electricity anom-
alies is analyzed; finally，the degree of influence of
each type of POI enrichment factor on the spatial
layout of urban electricity anomalies is analyzed
using a Geodetector．
2．1 Detection of abnormal urban electricity us-

ers
The abnormal electricity consumption of power users
will cause significant changes in the normal
electricity consumption pattern． To obtain the detec-
tion results of abnormal electricity consumption of
users with high accuracy，this paper performs the
detection of abnormal electricity consumption users
based on time-dependent time series decomposition．
Firstly，the time-series electricity consumption data
of users are decomposed by STL［19］ time-series de-
composition algorithm， and the electricity
consumption data Yv of users at a certain moment is
decomposed into trend component， period
component and residual，and the equation is as fol-
lows

Yv =Tv+Sv+Ｒv v= 1，2，…，n ( 2)

Where，Tv is the trend component; Sv is the period
component; and Ｒv is the residual．
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Fig．2 Technology roadmap

STL is divided into inner and outer loops，
where the inner loop is mainly used for trend fitting
and calculation of the period component． The outer
loop is mainly used to adjust the robustness weights．
If there are outliers in the customer electricity con-
sumption series，the residuals will be larger． The re-
siduals are defined as follows

h= 6×median( Ｒv )

To carry out further detection，the residuals ob-
tained after decomposition are detected as outliers by
the box-line diagram method，and the outliers in the
residuals that exceed the upper limit or are lower
than the lower limit are judged as abnormal
electricity consumption points of customers． After the
abnormal power consumption points on the power
consumption time sequence of power users are detec-
ted，it does not directly determine whether the users
are abnormal power users． Therefore，considering
the investment of human and material resources in
the grid to check the abnormal electricity users，this
study determines the top 2% of abnormal data points
as abnormal users，and the degree of regional abnor-

mal electricity consumption is quantified by the num-
ber of regional abnormal electricity users．
2．2 Study on the spatial differentiation of urban

electricity consumption anomalies
According to the first law of geography，“everything
is related to everything else，but things that are close
to each other are more closely related”，and the dis-
tribution of regional customers’abnormal electricity
consumption in geographic space also has a certain
correlation，in order to assess this correlation，we
adopt global spatial autocorrelation analysis． The
global spatial autocorrelation analysis measures the
spatial autocorrelation based on the location of the
study unit and the degree of abnormal electricity
consumption of the study unit users． The global Mo-
ran’s I index，which measures the spatial autocorre-
lation，can be expressed as follows

I =
n∑

n

i = 1
∑

n

j = 1
wij zi zj

SO∑
n

i = 1
∑

n

j = 1
wij∑

n

i = 1
z2i

( 3)

Where，zi is the deviation of the attribute value of
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study unit i from its mean value; wij is the spatial
weight between study units i and j; n is the total
number of study units; and SO is the aggregation of
all spatial weights．

SO =∑
n

i = 1
∑

n

j = 1
wij ( 4)

Where the number of study units and the variance of
all data values for a given data set are known，their
z-scores and p-values can also be calculated and
used to verify that this result is statistically signifi-
cant．

After exploring the correlation between the
degree of abnormal electricity consumption of
regional customers and their geographical locations，
this study further investigates whether there is spatial
heterogeneity using local spatial autocorrelation anal-
ysis． The evaluation index of local spatial autocorre-
lation is the local Moran’s I index，which can spe-
cifically reflect the specific spatial aggregation phe-
nomenon of the abnormal electricity consumption de-
gree of customers and classify the obtained
aggregation types into four categories: high-high clus-
ter，low-low cluster，high-low outlier，and low-high
outlier．
2．3 Analysis of factors influencing spatial dif-

ferentiation of anomalous users based
on Geodetectors

The occupants of different urban functions have dif-
ferent electricity consumption patterns， and the
urban functions are closely related to the abnormal
electricity consumption of the city［20-21］． As a statisti-
cal method to detect spatial dissimilarity and reveal
its drivers， the Geodetector is used to determine
whether each explanatory variable is similar in
spatial distribution by determining whether they have
a significant effect on the dependent variable［22］．
The Geodetector has four detector tools: variance
and factor detection，interaction detection，risk area
detection，and ecological detection． In this study，

the divergence and factor detection tool and the in-
teraction detection tool are used to analyze the inten-
sity of each type of POI enrichment factor on the
spatial layout of the abnormal electricity consumption
of regional customers，and thus analyze the relation-

ship between various urban functions and the spatial
distribution of the abnormal electricity consumption
of cities．

The divergence and factor detection tool is able
to detect the intensity of the explanation of the
spatial divergence of each type of POI enrichment
factor on the degree of abnormal electricity consump-
tion of regional users，which is measured by the
q-value and calculated as follows

q = 1 － 1
Nσ2∑

L

h = 1
Nhσ

2
h ( 5)

Where，h = ( 1，2，3，…，L) is the stratification of
regional customer abnormal electricity consumption
degree or each category of POI enrichment factor，
and each factor is discretized into 3 categories in this
paper; Nh and N are the number of cells in layer h
and study area; σ2

h and σ2 are the variance of
regional customer abnormal electricity consumption
degree in layer h and study area． The higher q value
indicates that the higher the influence of this
category of POI enrichment factors on the spatial dis-
tribution of the degree of abnormal electricity con-
sumption of regional customers．

The interaction detector can assess whether two
classes of POI enrichment factors acting together en-
hance or diminish the explanatory power of the
degree of abnormal electricity use by regional cus-
tomers，or whether they are independent of each oth-
er． The relationship between the two factors can be
classified into five categories: non-linearly
attenuated， single-factor non-linearly attenuated，

two-factor enhanced，independent，and non-linearly
enhanced．

3 Ｒesults and Analysis

3．1 Analysis of the spatial distribution of urban
abnormal electricity users

The time-series electricity consumption data of power
users in the study area are input into the detection
model of abnormal electricity users proposed in this
paper，and the detected abnormal electricity users in
the city are overlaid on the vector layer of the grid of
the study area for spatial connection， and the
number of abnormal electricity consumptions in the
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grid is assigned to the degree of abnormal electricity
consumption of users in the grid area，finally，the
degree of abnormal electricity consumption in the
central urban area of Pingxiang City is obtained as
shown in Fig． 3． The distribution map is shown in
Fig．3． In this study，the spatial autocorrelation anal-
ysis is performed for the degree of abnormal
electricity consumption in the central urban area of
Pingxiang City． The global Moran’s I index is
0．166，the corresponding p-value is 0．000，and the

z-score is 10．978． A p-value less than 0．01 indicates
statistical significance，and a z-score greater than the
corresponding critical value of 2．58 indicates that the
degree of abnormal electricity consumption in the ur-
ban area shows a clustering phenomenon，and a
global Moran’s I greater than 0 indicates that the
degree of abnormal electricity consumption in the ur-
ban area shows a clustering phenomenon’s I greater
than 0 indicates a positive spatial correlation．

Fig．3 Distribution of the degree of abnormal electricity consumption in urban area

In order to further study the spatial clustering of
the abnormal electricity consumption degree in urban
areas，this study uses local spatial autocorrelation
analysis to derive the spatial clustering of the abnor-
mal electricity consumption degree in the central ur-
ban area of Pingxiang City． As can be seen in Fig．4，

the analysis results show less high-low outlier and
low-high outlier，indicating that the distribution of
the degree of abnormal electricity consumption in the
central urban area of Pingxiang City has obvious het-
erogeneity． The high-high cluster areas of the abnor-
mal electricity consumption degree in the central ur-
ban area of Pingxiang City are mainly distributed in
the central area of the study area，where a large
number of residents and small stores are gathered，

and the number and type of electricity users are more

complicated，with larger electricity demand and
more concentrated use，which are the areas with
high abnormal electricity consumption． The low-low
cluster area is located in the north of the study area，

near the gathering area of some factories and plants，
with a smaller number of users． Factory users are
generally dedicated users， powered by a special
transformer，and there are fewer cases of abnormal
power consumption．
3．2 Analysis of the results of factors influencing

the spatial variation of urban electricity
consumption anomalies

The mapping visualizes the spatial differentiation of
the abnormal electricity consumption degree in urban
areas，but further quantitative analysis of each driver
of the spatial differentiation of the abnormal
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electricity consumption degree in urban areas is nee-
ded． Since the Geodetector is used to analyze the
category variables，the 13 POI enrichment factors
are discretized and the factors are discrete into 3 cat-
egories by the natural breakpoint method． In this
study，the number of customers with abnormal elec-
tricity consumption in the grid is used as the de-

pendent variable，and the enrichment factors of each
category of POI in the grid are used as explanatory
variables，which are input into the Geodetector for
the analysis of the relationship between various
urban functions and the spatial distribution of the de-
gree of abnormal urban electricity consumption．

Fig．4 Local spatial autocorrelation analysis of the degree of abnormal electricity consumption in urban area

The results of the divergence and factor
detection in the Geodetector are shown in Tab．1． The
larger the q-value indicates the greater the degree of
influence of this type of POI on the distribution of
the degree of abnormal electricity consumption in the
city． As can be seen from the table，the q-values of
restaurants，accommodation，leisure and entertain-
ment，residential community，financial services and
living services are all greater than 0． 2． These POI
categories are mainly located in areas with highly
mixed residential， commercial and entertainment
functions in the city，with a large user base and
complex personnel composition，which are prone to
abnormal electricity consumption． The impact degree
of public facilities， scientific research and
education，shopping，government agencies，build-
ings，and medical services are all lower than 0． 2，

indicating that abnormal electricity consumption is
less in public service areas，industrial areas，and

business areas in the city． Most of these areas are
dedicated users，powered by special transformers，
and users have better electricity consumption habits，
resulting in less abnormal electricity consumption．
The influence of tourism is at the lowest level of
0．005，and the areas of tourism are generally subur-
ban areas with fewer users，so there are few cases of
abnormal electricity consumption．

Tab．1 Geodetector divergence and factor detection re-
sults

Impact factor q-value Impact factor q-value

Ｒestaurants 0．263＊＊＊
Scientific research

education 0．180＊＊＊

Accommodation 0．262＊＊＊ Shopping 0．173＊＊＊

Leisure and entertainment 0．259＊＊＊ Government offices 0．164＊＊＊

Ｒesidential neighborhoods 0．256＊＊＊ Mansions 0．163＊＊＊

Financial services 0．242＊＊＊ Medical services 0．111＊＊＊

Life services 0．208＊＊＊ Travel 0．005
Public facilities 0．182＊＊＊

Significant codes: 0“＊＊＊”0．001“＊＊”0．01“* ”0．05“．”0．1．
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Different POI category enrichment factors were
combined，and the interaction effects of each factor
were analyzed by the cross-action detector in the
Geodetector． The results show that the interactions
between the POI enrichment factors of each category
have a higher impact on the distribution of the
degree of abnormal urban electricity consumption
than that of a single factor alone． The type of
interaction between tourism and lifestyle services and
tourism and medical services is nonlinearly enhanced，

and the interaction between the remaining two factors is
bifactor enhanced．

4 Conclusion and Discussion

4．1 Conclusion
Previous studies on the detection of abnormal elec-
tricity consumption of urban electricity users failed to
consider the time dependence of electricity series da-
ta，and did not explore the relationship between the
degree of abnormal electricity consumption and its
spatial location in urban areas，as well as did not
quantitatively analyze the degree of influence of
urban functions on the distribution of the degree of
abnormal electricity consumption in urban areas．
This study constructs an abnormal electricity con-
sumption detection model based onthe STL time
series decomposition，and analyzes the relationship
between the abnormal electricity consumption degree
and its spatial location in urban areas，as well as
quantitatively analyzes the influence of various types
of POI enrichment factors on the distribution of ab-
normal electricity consumption degree in urban
areas． The main conclusions including:

① The user abnormal electricity consumption
detection method proposed in this study can well de-
compose the abnormal electricity consumption data
points of users in time sequence from the perspective
of time dependence，and then detect them abnormally
through the dispersion degree of residuals，so as to
well determine whether the users are abnormal elec-
tricity users． The effective detection of urban
abnormal electricity users can reduce the losses of
power companies and maintain the safe operation of
power grids，and at the same time can provide protec-

tion for users’daily electricity safety and reduce their
electricity consumption risks．

② By analyzing the influence of various POI
enrichment factors， we found that urban area
functions have an important influence on the degree
of abnormal electricity consumption in urban areas．
The abnormal electricity consumption in the city
mainly occurs in residential areas and areas with a
high mixture of residential，commercial and enter-
tainment users，while the abnormal electricity con-
sumption is less in areas with a concentration of ded-
icated users such as factories，public service areas
and business areas． At the same time，spatial auto-
correlation analysis reveals that there are spatial dis-
tribution differences in the degree of abnormal elec-
tricity consumption in the central city of Pingxiang，

with high-high clusters located in or around the city
center and low-low clusters located in the suburban
areas at the edge of the city，further indicating that
geographical location factors have a great influence
on the degree of abnormal electricity consumption in
urban areas． It helps to accurately monitor the spatial
development of the city and put the anti-theft equip-
ment into specific areas to achieve the purpose of ac-
curate deployment［23］．
4．2 Discussion
This paper has obtained certain research conclusions
and has some research value，but there are also
shortcomings in the research process． The influence
factor dataset used for the Geodetector in this study
only uses POI enrichment factors reflecting urban
functions，but does not consider the influence of so-
cio-economic features and underlying geographic fea-
tures［24-25］，and subsequent studies analyzing the po-
tential correlation between these features and the de-
gree of abnormal electricity consumption in urban ar-
eas can be conducted．
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